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Why talk to machines?

“Meanwhile, 37% of the young people referred to 
NHS child and adolescent mental health services 
(Camhs) in England last year were refused help, 
the children’s commissioner has revealed.”
The Guardian  21/11/18
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/nov/21/uk-teenagers-turn-to-mobile-apps-to-help-with-mental-ill-health
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Can we benefit from talking to machines?

A particular challenge is the complex, fast 
changing, and varied conditions under which 
communication occurs. People with autism 
tend to prefer environments in which 
communication is highly structured with few 
distracting signals to cause sensory overload.
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/531796/emerging-evidence-
shows-how-computer-messaging-helps-autistic-adults-communicate/

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/531796/emerging-evidence-shows-how-computer-messaging-helps-autistic-adults-communicate/


Can we benefit from talking to machines?

In general, these results indicate that 
Internet use, computer mediated 
communication use, and number of 
acquaintances found online of 
respondents with ASC is greater than that 
of the control group and also that people 
with ASC value CMC more than controls. 

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1410/1410.1087.pdf

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1410/1410.1087.pdf


Can we benefit from talking to machines?

Struggling couples could soon be seeking 
relationship help from AI 'woebots' instead of 
human counsellors as demand for online 
support soars
Daily Mail  1/1/2019



Can we benefit from talking to machines?

Online CBT is not a therapy 
substitute, but a step to help manage 
anxiety
Guardian 30/12/2018



What’s on offer?

Turing Test 
And 
Eliza 

https://www.masswerk.at/elizabot

https://www.masswerk.at/elizabot


What’s on offer? Ellie 

It’s obvious that Ellie is not “real,” and therein lies 
the secret to her success — people feel less 
judged talking to Ellie. She provides the ultimate in 
unconditional positive regard. Although Ellie looks 
like a therapist, she doesn’t claim to be one, telling 
people from the outset, “I’m just here to listen.”  
https://ct.counseling.org/2018/01/counseling-artificial-intelligence/#

https://ct.counseling.org/2018/01/counseling-artificial-intelligence/


What’s on offer? Ellie 



What’s on offer?

Woebot



What’s on offer for Young People?
Kooth

www.kooth.com

http://www.kooth.com/


What’s on offer for Young People?
MeeTwo

www.meetwo.co.uk
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What’s on offer for Young People?
ClearFear

www.clearfear.co.uk

http://www.clearfear.co.uk/


What’s on 
offer for 
Young People?
CalmHarm

https://calmharm.co.uk

https://calmharm.co.uk/


What’s on offer for Young People?
Calm
Harm 



What’s on offer for Young People?

Positive 
Penguins

https://positivepenguins.com

https://positivepenguins.com/


Will AI replace therapists?



Therapy for the therapists?
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